2002 suzuki vitara

This is the 3rd 4wd Suzuki I have owned. It was time for my wife to get a new vehicle so she
ended up with the Vitara. My Sidekick only has miles and is not ready to go yet. That sums up
the Suzuki Vitara. This vehicle has alot of get up ang go for a 4 cyclinder. The ride is really good
to. For the money i think i made the right choice. The 4 wheel drive will be nice in the winter. I
have enjoyed my Vitara since I purchased new of the showroom floor. I will have to say the up
keep and cost have been a little intense since K miles but well worth the trade off. The fuel tank
wires frayed easy fix , Alternator new brushes Still running strong. Ive change the front brakes
3x and finally went to cryo rotors with synth pads. Not bad in my book. The vehicle has been a
pleasant surprise in comparison with the Jeep Wrangler. It has less than half the turning radius
of a Jeep Wrangler. The rack-and-pinion steering has a more precise feel. The torquy valve
DOHC 2 liter four breathes freely at top end. Too bad Jeep doesn't make this little 4-wheeler!
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Vitara. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Items per page:. Write a review See all Vitaras for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Vitara.
Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Salesman very
patient and understanding while i looked over vehicle, no pressure. I liked that. I buy a lot of
cars and have dlt with a lot of car dealers no one as honest as frank. Over all pretty good
dealership. Im trying to get them to give me prior deal that was offered on same exact vehicle!!
My bday was 14th maybe that will lean the odds! Il repost after communication w them!! The
Dealer was very helpful, however I decided to fly to Michigan and purchased up there. The docs
fees, government fees is what lost the deal. I understand paying fees but they can be a bit
excessive. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide
on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After
all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in
their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Suzuki Grand Vitara listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Request Information. Image Not Available. Negotiable , mi. The Suzuki Grand Vitara with the 3.
Not many in the USA with the V6 engine. Keeping serviced and tire rotations and suv is reliable.
Versatile and dependable family car. Very capable highway vehicle, can haul trailers easily.
Internal cargo capacity allows it to haul small appliances and furniture easily. It's a pleasure to
drive and the 4WD is especially good in winter. Been a great vehicle so far. Came with a Garmin
GPS unit. Has the smart key fob where you never need to pull your keys out of your pocket.
Could get a little better gas milage, and never been a fan of cars with a whole in the roof. Why
Use CarGurus? When wanting to accelerate and I step on the gas pedal, the car does not pick
up speed. I step harder and it tugs and then accelerates. It sometimes feels like the car wants to
quit. Sometimes when I am at a red light or when I am driving, the idle will begin to jump up and
down as if it is choking. The car begins to jerk forward while I have my foot on the brake pedal.
When the idle-jumping starts, there is a fuel-burning smell. What should I do to fix these
problems? Hello there. This is a usual issue for a Suzuki Vitara. There are a few possible causes
for the lack of power and engine surging. The most likely would be the throttle plate, throttle
cable , MAF sensor , vacuum leak , or fuel pump. With a vehicle that surges such as yours, it
should not be driven for safety reasons until the fault has been resolved. To have this resolved,
a qualified professional, such as one from YourMechanic will be able to come to your home or
office to inspect the acceleration problem and let you know how to proceed. Spencer Clayton
Automotive Mechanic. The statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and
should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Home
Questions. What others are asking Car idling roughly and jerking, check engine light came on
Quite a few items can cause a misfire condition in your vehicle. Usually worn spark plugs are
the most common cause, so they are usually replaced first before diagnosis can proceed any
further. Since yours have been replaced as well Read more. Hello - your problem sounds like a
failed vacuum or fresh air valve in the power brake booster, or possibly a ruptured diaphragm in
the booster. And, you are correct that this failure will not lose brake fluid. I would Transmission
slipping when driving Sounds like its time for a rebuild. Automatic transmissions have clutches
inside that are made of a material similar to brake pads. Over time the clutch material wears
away or gets damaged from repeated use. When this happens there is If you have We will be
happy to assist you with your Mini Cooper Countryman. The issue you are describing could
result from a few possible things. It may be a faulty electronic steering control module causing

the jerk. The steering If engine You brake concern is similar. The brake booster, which provides
braking assist, requires engine manifold vacuum to operate. Without the engine running, your
brake booster Transmission jumping when shifting With the engine fully warmed up and
running in Park, open the hood and look for the transmission dipstick. Pull it out and give it a
wipe. Dip it back into the tube and pull it out, this time noting Oil leak in car Hello. If you have an
oil leak that leaks oil that fast, then that leak must be repaired before any serious engine
damage occurs. Volvos are known for PCV problems, causing a positive crankcase pressure
situation. With pressure present, it Related articles. How to Change a Car Battery Changing your
car battery is a simple and easy automotive repair that you can actually accomplish yourself
with the right preparation and Finding those jumper cables in the bargain bin may seem like a
great idea at the time, but the shock that How to Start a Car in Cold Weather Battery, oil, and
fuel problems can make a car difficult to start in cold weather. Find out how to prevent starting
issues related to weather. Browse other content. Throttle Control Cable Replacement. Mass
Airflow Sensor Replacement. Fuel Pump Replacement. Car does not move when I step on the
gas pedal Inspection. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how.
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior
Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Zip is Invalid. Please enter a full UK
postcode to obtain a delivery quote. Unfortunately we are unable to process your request,
please contact the Operation Centre for more information. Unfortunately, this Operations Centre
is unable to provide a delivery service to the postcode entered. Please provide an alternative
address. Please contact the Operating Centre for a Delivery Price. From: in. Shipping To: in.
Please check vehicle type should be Automobile or Motorcycle. Document type should be
appropriate for International shipping. Please note, the following damage may be present on the
vehicle: SIDE and , which can be viewed more closely by examining the photos included on this
page. Want more information for this particular auto auction? Interested in bidding on this
vehicle? Check the licensing requirements for this state to determine whether or not you need a
business license to bid. As of now, the sale date is Tue. Feb 23, To search, bid on, and buy
thousands of used and salvage vehicles for sale at Copart, start by registering for Basic or
Premier Membership. Once you find a vehicle you want, go to the Lot Details page to place a
bid. If the vehicle is already in the live online auction, join the auction and bid in real time! State
laws determine what you may bid on, based on whether you buy vehicles for business or
personal use. If you have business licenses, be sure to submit them through the license
uploader. You may preview vehicles at Copart locations during normal business hours. Find
your local Copart by searching locations. All bids are binding and all sales are final. What This
Means. Your Bid:. If your bid is the high pre-bid it will be represented in the live auction. When
pre-bid and live bid amounts are equal the bid placed during the live auction is considered the
winning bid. Your new Maximum Bid cannot be less than the Current Bid. We will reduce your
Maximum Bid to the value entered or the current Bid whichever is greater. If you wish to keep or
increase your current Maximum Bid click the cancel button below to close the window. Due to
licensing restrictions you are unable to bid on this lot. However the following options are
available for unlicensed buyers. All title processing required to sell these vehicles has been
completed and submitted to the proper titling authority. Copart is waiting for DMV processing to
be completed. When DMV processing is completed, these vehicles will be assigned to an actual
sale. Members bidding on these vehicles will be notified by email when the vehicle is assigned
to a sale. They are also NOT eligible for bidding yet. While it is our objective to provide the most
current, up-to-date and reliable information to you, Copart makes no representation to the
accuracy of the information on this build sheet. Furthermore, users should undertake sufficient
verification to determine the suitability for their own particular purpose of any information or
products provided by this build sheet. Powered by:. Your bid will remain confidential
throughout the process and will not be visible to other bidders. You should therefore bid the
maximum you believe is required to win the lot. You may submit a higher bid at any time during
the auction which will supersede your previous bid. After the sale closes our automated system

will determine the highest bid and award the lot to that bidder. Your bid must be within the bid
increments. Please review the table below. Then try your bid again. Increment bidding allows
Copart to increase your entered bid by one and only one increment in the event your entered
bid is tied with a bid from another member. If your bid is the highest bid, then your bid will NOT
be incremented. Our increments are based on the following table :. Copart expressly disclaims
the accuracy of any vehicle identification numbers VIN. Such information may not be used or
relied upon for bidding purposes or for any other reason. See Vehicle Disclaimer. I understand
that the information in the Vehicle History Report is provided by Experian and that Experian is
solely responsible for the content of the Vehicle History Report. Copart does not guarantee the
accuracy of the information in the Vehicle History Report. I have read and agree to the terms
listed above. Please note that the ProQuote values provided in the Market Guide report are
provided as of a point in time and subject to change. Copart is not responsible for any loss or
expense resulting from use of or reliance upon any information contained in the Market Guide.
Please click "Confirm" to accept this offer. We apologize for the inconvenience, but this vehicle
is not eligible for a Condition Report. Condition Reports cannot be purchased for vehicles that:.
Condition Reports give you the information you need on the vehicles you want. You can also
benefit from our high-quality photos and information to help you make an informed bidding
decision. You must be a CrashedToys or Copart Member to perform this action. Your Password
is expired. Please contact member. DRIVE includes third-party condition reports, an
industry-standard run light system, an arbitration policy and more! Do not show this message
again. Shipping Export Lot x. Email Print. Bid Information. Click Image to Zoom. For
international inquiries, contact export copart. Estimate 0. International Shipping Information. Lot
will be delivered to Add new delivery location. Estimated Delivery Cost. Cancel Submit Address.
From: in Shipping To: in. Order Status: Status Unavailable. This will cancel your delivery order
for Lot. If you want to continue the cancellation click Cancel Delivery below. Otherwise choose
Go Back. Go Back Cancel Delivery. Enter your Zip Code below to quote delivery based on your
location. Zip Code. Cancel Quote. Pickup Delivery is already in process with a transporter.
Order Delivery option cannot be selected for this lot at this moment. Please cancel transporter
in order to proceed with order delivery. Select your port: Select Port. Get Quote. You have
successfully ordered delivery. We will be in touch shortly with further details. Highlights: Run
and Drive. Secondary Damage:. Engine Type: 2. Cylinders: 4. Fuel: GAS. Keys: YES. Notes:
There are no Notes for this Lot. Inspection Services. Condition Report. EpicVin Report. Market
Guide Report. Select Frequency Daily Weekly. First Name Required. First Name can only contain
letters. Last Name Required. Last Name can only contain letters. Want to Bid? Become a
Member. You can learn more about bidding laws with our state licensing map. Bid Information
Glossary. Find More Like This. Sale Information. Sale Date: Tue. Your Bid Has Been Registered.
Confirm Your Bid. Learn More. Hire a broker Brokers can help you with the buying process. Get
started. Regarding Lots NOT assigned to an auction. Technical Specifications. Standard
Equipment. Preview Location ,. Preview Hours PST. After Sale Pick up Location: ,. After Sale
Pick up hours:. Increment bidding allows Copart to increase your entered bid by one and only
one increment in the event your entered bid is tied by a live virtual bidder. If your bid is the
highest bid then your bid will NOT be incremented. Your current bid exceeds your available
limits. If you are a Basic Member, you can upgrade to Premier Membership or increase your bid
limits here. If you are a Premier Member, your daily bidding limits will reset tomorrow. To
increase daily limits, contact your local Copart Location to find out more. Model Year Fuel GAS.
First Registered Date. Engine Size 2. Cancel Continue. Purchase Subscription Cancel. NADA
Values. ProQuote Results. List of Comparable Sales. View a Sample Report. Purchase Report
Cancel. If you are a Basic Member you can upgrade to Premier Membership. If you would like to
see the AutoCheck report for this lot, please contact your Broker. OK Close.
1995 ford escort manual transmission fluid
mercury service manuals
impala 3800 engine
Cancel Confirm. The Copart Condition Report is a purchasable assessment of vehicle features
and condition. It includes: Videos of the vehicle Additional photos detailing features and
damage Tire information and condition Comprehensive vehicle features list. Cancel Buy Report.
Condition report failure. Are about to go to auction. Are physically located at an offsite location.
Are sublots. Order Status:. No WiFi at this location. Address , ,. Mailing Address , ,. Get
Directions from your location. View Map Error. All Rights Reserved. Account Type. Member
Seller. Error Message. Sign Into Your Account. New to Copart? Enter password that must be
Passwords must be a minimum of 8 characters with at least one number and one letter. Your
form has been successfully submitted. Our export team is in process of calculating your

shipping quote. Please allow up to 36 hours. Cancel Yes. The true mileage of the lot cannot be
expressed because it has exceeded the capacity of the odometer to measure it.

